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Abstract

The crosstalk problem is introduced in an optical
multistage interconnection network caused by
coupling two signals within a switching element.
To avoid this crosstalk, a time domain approach
is used, which is to partition the set of
permutation connections into several subsets
such that the connections in each subset can be
established simultaneously in the network
without crosstalk. Since we want to partition the
messages to be sent to the network into several
groups, we have to use the window method that
is used for tinding the contlicts among all the
messages to be sent. In this paper, a new parallel
algorithm of the window method is developed
called the Balanced Parallel Window Method
(BPWM) algorithm. The BPMW algorithm
reduces the execution time by a percentage of
83% of the time compared to the sequential
algorithm with seven processors.

Introduction

Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN) has
been used in telecommunication and parallel
computing systems for many years. As optical
technology advances, there is a considerable
interest in using optical technology to implement
interconnection networks and switches [1,7]. A
major problem called crosstalk is introduced by
Optical MIN (OMIN), which is cansed by
coupling two signals within a Switching Element
(SE). To reduce the negative effect of crosstalk,
many approaches have been proposed. One way
to solve crosstalk is to use a 2Nx2N regular
OMIN to provide a number of NxN connections
[4], which is the space domain approach.
However, half of the inputs and outputs are

wasted in this particular approach. Another
efficient solution is to route the traffic through an
NxN optical network to avoid coupling of two
signals by allowing only one signal be
propagated within each switching element. This
idea can be implemented using the time domain
approach i.e. [1,2], where all the inputs are
routed in several groups such that there will be
no crosstalk between messages in each group.
Since the messages to be sent to the network are
to be distributed into several groups, a method is
to be used to find out which messages should not
be in the sarne group in the routing table since
they will cause crosstalk. The window method is
used to determine conflicts among all the
messages to be sent This method has already
been proved their correctness by many
researchers [4,7].

In this research, we are interested in a network
called the Omega Network (ON), which has the
shuffle-exchange connection pattern. Since many
other topologies are equivalent to omega
topology, performance results obtained for ON
are also applicable to other MINs [5].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the crosstalk problem in
OMlN, omega network and window method. In
Section 3, ,the BPWM algorithm is presented
while Section 4 presents the experimental
results. Conclusion is made in the last section.

Optical MIN

Crosstalk in Optical MIN

Fiber optic communications promise to meet the
increasing demand of communication systems,
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